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 EDITORIAL             
 
“There is a crowd ahead,” I said, “at the public boards.”
“They seem angry,” he said.
(Magicians of Gor)                                                                 
  

Tal All! 

At times there are festivities that hasten life up. Since we all are on Gor we have no reason 
to do this. We take it easy and slow, we are not at war and life in Besnitt is peaceful...so 
far.

Any  news, articles, poems, gossip, schedules, paintings, jokes you have, please send 
them to me. You are looking for a free companion, a slave, an assassin? Advertisements 
are very welcome.

New citizens, please use this platform to introduce yourself and the 'old' ones may tell their 
story to, so the new ones get to know you.

Note:  Though The Besnitt times is based in the city of Besnitt, it is not associated with the 
city.
 
 
_______________________________________________

CITY NEWS
________________

New Citizens



-  A large group of people came from the Port of Victoria to settle in Besnitt:  Rarius Yuroki 
- of the warriors and owner of the HoY Slaverhouse, Clyde Otsuka: Captain of His Guards, 
Lady Nia Bermann: Scribe, Lady Mahasin (Marlena Follet): a HoY merchant, one she urt 
called maxxie (Klaar) and four slaves: Lilith (Lindley), yasei (Kwan), Tess (Anatra) and Lily 
(Lyre). Rarius Yuroki announced that some other members of His House are already on 
their way: His son Amin (Calais Uriza), member of the Black Caste, two more warriors - 
Ibrahim Marrideman Diabolito and a  friend of His (skyzWalker Resident) -, Yuroki's 
daughters Tanita (Uriza) and Marika (Bibi Crannock) and another slave (Nele Thorkveld). 
The rest of the group will arrive at the docks of Besnitt in the next days probably.

- A blacksmith settled down in Besnett recently, his name is Ozzeranski Olmstead.

- New Physician
"Tal, my  name is Lady RoseMarie Ravenheart,  I am just  called  Lady Rose, I am of the 
green caste,  I am  new to your  lovely  city  and  would  like to introduce  Myself  and My 
boy  brent." 
_______________

Message board

The city got a message board. Leave a message if you need to travel in a dangerous area. 
We would be able to look for you if you are missing. The board is inside the walls close to 
the main gate.

Gorean Public Boards  

“Here are public boards,” said Marcus.
Such are found at various points in Ar, such as the vicinity of squares and plazas, near markets, and on  
major streets and avenues.
“Is there anything new?” I inquired. I would prefer for Marcus to make out the lettering. He read Gorean  
fluently.
“Not really,” said Marcus. “The usual things, quotations from various officials, testimonials of fidelity to both  
Cos and Ar, declarations of chagrin and shame by various men or not concerning the crimes of Ar under  
Gnieus Lelius.” 
Magicians

Gorean Public Boards sometimes made people angry...
“There is a crowd ahead,” I said, “at the public boards.”
“They seem angry,” he said.
“Let us see what is afoot,” I said, and together we hurried forward, toward the boards.
Before the boards, rather in a circle before them, there was a crowd. Whereas, there may have been  
unwelcome information on the boards, the immediate attention of the crowd was not at this moment upon  
them.
Magicians

Messages on Gorean Public Boards were interpreted differently by each reader, and those interpretations  
were discussed. 
“I did not know Gnieus Lelius was a tyrant,” said a fellow. 
“That is absurd,” said another.
“But it is on the public boards!” said another.
“It must be true,” said another.
“Who made these postings?” asked a man.
“The members of the palace guard, the Taurentians themselves,” said another.
“They must then be true,” said another.
“No,” said a fellow. “All that is being done here is to inform us of the message of Lurius of Jad.”
“True,” said another, relievedly.
“Read on,” said a man.
Magicians



Goreans were not always fooled by posts on boards
Those who control the public boards, it is said, control the city. 
But I was not sure of this. 
Goreans are not stupid. 
It is difficult to fool them more than once. They tend to remember.
Magicians

_______________________________________________

CASTE REPORTS

MERCHANT CASTE

Bank of Besnitt

Most cities have a Street of Coins, an area where banking is done. "Sometimes, of course, 
certain areas specialize in, or are known for, given types of services or products. Each city 
usually has, for example, its "Street of Coins." On such a street, or in such an area, its 
banking will largely be done. Similarly most cities will have their "Street of Brands," on 
which street, or in which area, one would expect to find the houses of its slavers. (Fighting 
Slave)

Besnitt has its own bank and coins now. The bank is privately owned, but the company got 
a banking license fromt he city of Besnitt, the mint too.

BESNITT CURRENCY SYSTEM 4.0
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______________________________________________

1. GENERAL REMARKS

Welcome to Besnitt, a thriving and growing port town built on commerce and trade. In this pouch contains  
some coins to start you off.  

The Currency system put in place here in Besnitt is to further your role-playing experience by offering value  
to the things you commonly use everyday. While we are aware there is far more to the currency floating  
around in Gor, we have chosen to simplify things for all involved. It doesn't mean outside currency isn't any  
good here, by all means, it is welcomed as long as you can find someone willing to accept it. Besnitt uses  
nothing but Tarsks for its currency. Ask the bank for the actual currency exchange rates.

The city only pays City employees, not every Citizen. It is up to the merchants, builders, bakers,  
seamstresses, to RP to make their coin. Please remember this when You are Rping ... hording Your coin and  
not using it as intended will just cause the economy to fail, so please visit merchants, buy candles for Your  
homes ... bath supplies ... new cloth for a shirt ... there is so much that can be rped to bring a really fun  
aspect and help the sim grow.



______________________________________________

�

2. FAQ

Question: Will I need a different meter or a new hud?
Answer: Not at all.  You will get the Besnitt coins; they are in your inventory, not copyable but transfer.

Question: How will I get coins?
Answer: All free citizen get a Besnitt Coin Wallet to be able to start: 

8 copper tarsk bit coins of Besnitt,
2 copper tarsk

- If you are a citizen of Besnitt: Visit the bank of Besnitt - the owner is the merchant Rarius Yuroki (Yuroki  
Uriza). You will get the Besnitt Coin Wallet (in your inventory) if you show your citizen application of Besnitt  
as a proof.
- Rezz the pouch/wallet and copy the content (coins) in your inventory. That's all. You can rezz the coins and  
roleplay and/or put it the inventory of other people.
- If you are a visitor: Do something useful in Besnitt. The citizens will pay you for that. For example: Offer  
protection for a Free Woman who needs to travel. Trade with one of the merchants. Write an article for the  
Besnitt Times and offer it to the Scribes. Sell a slave to one of the slaver houses. 

Question: Can I change other currencies (i.e. Treve coins, Sardar coins, Victoria coines, gm ware coins) with  
the Besnitt coins?
Answer: Yes. Please note that the current values are set by the merchant caste of Besnitt. If you receive  
coins from other cities the bank will take them and exchange them for Besnitt Coins.

______________________________________________

3. DENOMINATIONS

The Creators of these coins are not responsible for any issues the should arise with use of these coins.  
(Only coins made by Yuroki Uriza are valid.)

4 copper tarsk bits     =     1 copper tarsk
10 copper tarsks of Besnitt = 1 silver tarsk
10 silver tarsk  of Besnitt = 1 gold tarsk of Besnitt

[10 silver tarsk  of Besnitt = 1 Hud coin, not yet enabled]

______________________________________________

                              
4. WAGES     
                                                                                                 
under construction
______________________________________________

5. TAXES 

under construction

______________________________________________

6. GENERAL PRICES

This is only a guide to explain how wages and taxed have been administered. It is up to each person to set  
their prizes as well as RP using their money wisely. There would have been haggling and bartering as well  
as different castes lived differently.

5 copper tarsk for imitation blackwine (cut with cosk dung and Urt tails)



5 copper bits - tea
5 copper bits - juices
5 copper bits - milk

1 copper tarsk - pastries
1 copper tarsk  - breads
1-2 copper tarsk  - paga

1 copper tarsk - bath
2 copper tarsk - meal inc bosk meat, cheese, vulo, 
1 copper tarsk - Strigal, sponge and oil
2 copper tarsk - box of arrows
2 copper tarsk - use of a bath girl
2 copper tarsk - wines, mead, ale (cup, horn, tankard)
2 copper tarsk - fodder & stable rental
4 copper tarsk - cheap Ka-la-na
5 copper tarsk - night at the tavern (breakfast and slave not included)
5 copper tarsk - ownership papers
5 copper tarsk - quality slave collar
5 copper tarsk - use of tarn cot and meat for your tarn
7 copper tarsk - bottle of Ka-la-na
1 silver tarsk - cup of balckwine from Thentis
1 silver  tarsk - bottle of Turian wine

5 copper  tarsk - common less expensive Free Women perfume
1 silver tarsk -rare and expensive Free Women perfume

1 silver tarsk - cask of paga
2 silver  tarsk- cask of mead, ale
3 silver tarsk - keg of paga
4 silver tarsk -keg of mead, ale

2 copper bits - various crates of native vegetables
3 copper bits - various crates of imported vegetables

2 copper bits - sack of sa tarna flour
1 copper bit  - sack of yellow sugar
1 copper bit  - sack of red sugar
5 copper tarsk- small sack of black wine beans
1 silver tarsk - large sack of black wine beans
40 gold tarns per 25 stone weight
3 silver tarsk - small sack of salt

______________________________________________

7. SLAVE PRIZES

Untrained Slave = 2-50 Copper Tarsks
Work Slaves = 50 Copper Tarsks - 1 silver tarsk
Male Work Slaves = 1 silver tarsk
Pleasure Slave = 2 - 5 silver tarsk
Male Silk Slave = 3 - 6 silver tarsk - (rare breed)
Dance Slave = 4 - 6 Silver Tarsks
Exotic Slave = 8 Silver Tarsks - 1 Gold Tarn
Passion Bred Slave = 6 - 8 Silver Tarsks
Low Caste FW = Up to 25 Gold
High Caste FW = Up to 50 Gold

- Slaverhouses of Besnitt

-  A reward of 2 paga kegs has been offered for two slaves from Iskander belonging to 



Master Collin Daines. They are believed to be on the run. They were left by Master Collin 
in the care of this city while he had to go on an important mission. During that time they 
caused some damage including breaking the lock of the main gates from inside and 
escaped to a departing ship disobeying comands to stop. Master Collin returned for them a 
couple days later and was distressed to find them gone. The slaves are named ѕαεεℓα· 
(Melanie Ryzyder) and  fantasy (Dreamweaver Khandr). they are to be returned for 
punishment, disobedience and running and will be returned to Master Collin Daines.

- Upcoming Slave Sales

We will soon have some city slaves ready for sale (only to Besnitt Citizens), The girls will 
be of our highest training level RED silks, ie. no unprepared and unready slaves) . There 
will be one or two girls at a time and happen on a regular schedule. (every other week or 
so Im hoping maybe on Fridays)

The slave will be available for inspection on the city docks (or near the kennels if there is 
threat of a raid). The idea is that she is displayed to the maximum amount of citizens for at 
least 1-2 hours.  Some buyers have already expressed preferences for certain slaves. 
That is fine, but I will be the judge of when a girl is ready for sale with the help of our 
Kennel Mistress Lady Jenn.

The initial bid price for the girl will be marked at below market price and a good value for 
our citizens, but the final selling price may vary especially if there are several bids (RP only 
no L$). If the girl sells she becomes property of her Besnitt owner. If not, she is returned to 
the kennels and made clear she should be more pleasing to the buyers next time. She 
may be put up for sale multiple weeks until she sells. 

A girl who finds no buyer will eventually be marketed in other slave markets or sold to 
traveling merchants or non-Besnitt buyers. 

The buyer has a one week guarantee on the slave and will be charged a re-kenneling fee 
thereafter. So long as the girl is returned healthy and with all her assets intact. 

- The City Kennels is also accepting new slaves or ones that Current Owners tire of or are 
in need of replacing. Only healthy slaves: please have all medical records available. 

 
OOC  Classes for city slaves as well as those of private owners are available. Check with 
Kennel Mistress Lady Jenn. The classes are currently held regularly on mondays at 5 PM 
SLT. Other times may be available upon consulting. 

________________________

HIGH COUNCIL

Why brown robes are missing in Besnitt?

"In the center of the amphitheater was a throne of office, and on this throne, in his robe of 
state -a plain brown garment, the humblest cloth in the hall—sat my father." (Tarnsmen of 
Gor)



"He was not wearing the purple of the Ubar, but his shoulders were covered with a brown 
cloak, rather of the sort worn by Administrators in certain cities, civilian statesmen, 
servants of the people, so to speak." (Mercenaries of Gor)

References

"The High Castes in a given city," said my father, "elect an administrator and council for stated terms. In  
times of crisis, a war chief, or Ubar, is named, who rules without check and by decree until, in his judgment,  
the crisis is passed."
Tarnsman of Gor Book 1 Page 42

In your veins must flow the blood of your father, once Ubar, War Chieftain, now Administrator of Ko-ro-ba,  
this City of Cylinders."
I was surprised, for this was the first time I had known that my father had been War Chieftain of the city, or  
that he was even now its supreme civil official, for that matter, that the city was named Ko-ro-ba, a now  
archaic expression for a village market.
Tarnsman of Gor Book 1 Page 58

In the center of the amphitheater was a throne of office, and on this throne, in his robe of state - a plain  
brown garment, the humblest cloth in the hall - sat my father, Administrator of Ko-ro-ba, once Ubar, War  
Chieftain of the city.
Tarnsman of Gor Book 1 Page 62

"Then," said my father, placing his hands solemnly on my shoulders, "in virtue of my authority as  
Administrator of this City and in the presence of the Council of High Castes, I declare you to be a Warrior of  
Ko-ro-ba."
Tarnsman of Gor Book 1 Page 63

My father, in his office as Administrator of Ko-ro-ba, had attempted to develop an alliance against Ar, but the  
free cities of Gor had, in their pride and suspicion, their almost fanatical commitment to protecting their own  
independent destinies, refused the alliance. Indeed, they had, in the fashion of Gor, driven my father's  
envoys from their Council Chambers with the whips normally used on slaves, an insult which, at another  
time, would have been answered by the War Call of Ko-ro-ba. But, as my father knew, strife among the free  
cities would be the very madness which Marlenus of Ar would welcome most; better even that Ko-ro-ba  
should suffer the indignity of being thought a city of cowards.
Tarnsman of Gor Book 1 Page 66

There are two systems of courts on Gor those of the City, under the jurisdiction of an Administrator or Ubar,  
and those of the Initiates, under the jurisdiction of the High Initiate of the given city; the division corresponds  
roughly to that between civil and what, for lack of a better word, might be called ecclesiastical courts. The  
areas of jurisdiction of these two types of courts are not well defined; the Initiates claim ultimate jurisdiction  
in all matters, in virtue of their supposed relation to the Priest-Kings, but this claim is challenged by civil  
jurists.
Tarnsman of Gor Book 1 Page 194

Chronology, incidentally, is the despair of scholars on Gor, for each city keeps track of time by virtue of its  
own Administrator Lists; for example, a year is referred to as the Second Year when so-and-so was  
Administrator of the city.
Outlaw of Gor Book 2 Page 178

Such contests, in which life is lost, used to be popular at Ar, for example, being sponsored in that city by the  
Caste of Initiates, who regard themselves as being intermediaries between Priest-Kings and men, though I  
suspect that, at least on the whole, they know as little about the Priest-Kings as do other men. These  
contests, it might be mentioned, were banned in Ar when Kazrak of Port Kar became administrator of that  
city.
Priest-Kings of Gor Book 3 Page 11

On Gor, incidentally, chairs have special significance, and do not often occur in private dwellings. They tend  
to be reserved for significant personages, such as administrators and judges.
Priest-Kings of Gor Book 3 Page 45

The Administrator, however, would not be uninformed. His presence at the banquet was felt in the person of  



his plenipotentiary, Kamras, of the Caste of Warriors, a captain, said to be Champion of Turia.
Nomads of Gor Book 4 Page 83

There were three who stood near the pyre; one wore the brown robes of the Administrator of a City, the  
humblest robes in the city, and was hooded;
Assassin of Gor Book 5 Page 3

Kazrak, who had been Administrator of the City for several years, had finally been deposed, largely due to  
the agitations of certain factions among the Initiates and Merchants, who had had their various grievances  
against the Administrator. Kazrak had offended the Caste of Initiates primarily by levying taxes on their vast  
holdings throughout the city and upon occasion upholding the rulings of the administrative courts over the  
courts of the Initiates. The Initiates, in their interpretations of sacrifices and in their preachments, primarily to  
the low castes, had led many of the city to fear that Kazrak might not long enjoy the favor of the Priest-Kings.  
After the murder of Om, who had been on tolerable terms with the Administrator, the new High Initiate,  
Complicius Serenus, in studying the omens of the white bosk slain at the Harvest Feast had, to his apparent  
horror, discovered that they had stood against Kazrak. Other Initiates wished to examine these omens, being  
read in the state of the bosk's liver, but Complicius Serenus, as though in terror, had cast the liver into the  
fire, presumably that such dark portents might be immediately destroyed. He had then collapsed weeping on  
the pillar of sacrifice, for it was well known that he had been a beloved friend of the Administrator. It was from  
this time that Kazrak might clearly have been said, particularly among the lower castes, to have lost the  
confidence of the city. He was further in danger by virtue of his controlling measures restricting certain  
monopolies important to certain factions among the Merchants, in particular those having to do with the  
manufacture of bricks, and the distribution of salt and tharlarion oil. He had further imposed restrictions on  
the games and contests of Ar, such that the loss of life had become infrequent, even among competing  
slaves. It was argued that the citizens of Ar could scarcely remain strong and fearless unless accustomed to  
the sight of blood, of danger and death. And since Kazrak was originally, perhaps surprisingly, of Port Kar, a  
city not on particularly good terms with Ar, or any other Gorean city, there was the hint of sedition in such  
matters. Moreover, Kazrak had been one of the leaders of the forces that had preserved Ar in the time of its  
troubles with Pa-Kur, master of the Assassins; as the tale was now told in the Streets, the men of Ar  
themselves, alone, had overthrown the invader; Kazrak seemed a living reminder that Glorious Ar had once  
needed the aid of other cities, and men other than her own.
Whereas it is only the men of high caste who elect members to the Council of the City, the gold of merchants  
and the will of the general populace is seldom disregarded in their choices. Accordingly, Kazrak of Port Kar,  
for years Administrator of Ar, was by vote deposed and banished from the city, being publicly denied salt,  
bread and fire, as had been Marlenus, long years before him, once Ubar of Ar. Kazrak, with loyal followers,  
and the beautiful Sana of Thentis, his consort, had left the city months before. Their whereabouts were  
unknown, but it was thought they had hoped to found a colony on one of the islands of Thassa, farther north  
than even Cos and Tyros. The new Administrator of Ar was a man named Minus Tentius Hinrabius, an  
unimportant man except for being of the Hinrabian family, prominent among the Builders, having the major  
holdings in the vast, walled Hinrabian kilns, where much of Ar's brick is produced.
Assassin of Gor Book 5 Pages 15 - 16

"Those of this house stand near the Administrator, and the High Initiate," said Portus.
"What do you mean?" asked Kuurus.
"The gold of this house is heavy in the councils of the city."
"The Administrator and the High Initiate," asked Kuurus, "owe their thrones to the gold of this house?"
Portus laughed bitterly. "Without the gold of this house, how could the Administrator and the High Initiate  
have sponsored the races and the games that won them the favor of the lower castes?"
"But the lower castes do not elect the Administrator or the High Initiate," said Kuurus. "The Administrator is  
appointed by the High Council of the City and the High initiate by the High Council of the Initiates of the City."
"These councils," said Portus scornfully, "know well the way the lower castes yelp in the tiers." He snorted.  
"And there are many in the High Councils of the city who, if forced to decide between the steel of the hook  
knife and the feel of gold in their pouch, will choose gold to steel."
Assassin of Gor Book 5 Page 18 - 19

Although there are some private show and sales rooms in the House of Cernus, and private auctions and  
exhibitions, intended to interest prospective clients, are held, most slaves, of the House of Cernus and  
others, are sold in one of the five public auction houses, licensed and taxed by the Administrator of Ar.
Assassin of Gor Book 5 Page 112

The Warriors who flanked the Administrator and High Initiate, incidentally, were Taurentians, members of the  
palace guard, an elite corps of swordsmen and bowmen, carefully selected, specially trained, independent of  



the general military organizations of the city. Their leader, or Captain, was Saphronicus, a mercenary from  
Tyros. I could see him a few feet behind the throne, wrapped in a scarlet cloak, a tall, spare man, long-armed  
and narrow-faced, whose head moved restlessly, surveying the crowd.
Assassin of Gor Book 5 Page 140

Kazrak, who had been Administrator of the City for several years, had been popular but his straightforward  
attention, after he had put aside the Red of the Warrior and donned the Brown of the Administrator, to  
numerous and complex civil and economic matters, such as reform of the courts and laws and controls and  
regulations pertaining to commerce, had not been such as to inspire the general enthusiasm of the common  
citizens of Ar, in particular those who remembered with nostalgia the glories and splendors of the reign of  
Marlenus, that larl of a man, that magnificent Warrior, vain and self-centered, powerful, conceited, yet a  
dreamer of dreams, of a world undivided and safe for men, a world united, be it at the point of the swords of  
Ar.
Assassin of Gor Book 5 Page 142 - 143

Then, at dawn, on the first day of En'Kara, in the name of the city, the Administrator of Ar, or a Ubar if it be  
Ubar, greets the sun, welcoming it to Ar on the first day of the New Year.
Assassin of Gor Book 5 Page 211

Once in a Paga tavern I heard a man, whom I recognized to be one of the guards from the iron pens, though  
now in the tunic of a Leather Worker, declaring that the city needed for its Administrator not a Builder but a  
Warrior, that law would again prevail.
Assassin of Gor Book 5 Page 231

It was the fourth day of the sixth passage hand, shortly before the Autumnal Equinox, which in the common  
Gorean calendar begins the month of Se'Kara. In the calendar of Ko-ro-ba, which, like most Gorean cities,  
marks years by its Administrator Lists, it would be the eleventh year of the administration of my father,  
Matthew Cabot. In the calendar of Ar, for those it might interest, it was the first year of the restoration of  
Marlenus, Ubar of Ubars, but, more usefully for the purposes of consolidating the normal chaos of Gorean  
chronology, it was the year 10,119 Contasta Ar, that is, from the founding of Ar.
Raiders of Gor Book 6 Page 1 - 2

The Forkbeard fingered the silver chain of office, looped about his neck, which he had taken from the  
administrator of Kassau.
Marauders of Gor Book 9 Page 77

Most Gorean cities are governed by an executive, the Administrator, in conjunction with the high council.
Slave Girl of Gor Book 11 Page 114

"To the Vosk League!" we said, fervently.
Two of the men at the table had been signatories to the treaty of the Vosk League, solemnly signed under  
festive canopies on the wharves of Victoria yesterday at the tenth Ahn, Glyco, who had signed on behalf of  
Port Cos, and Tasdron, Administrator of Victoria, who had signed on behalf of Victoria. In all, nineteen towns  
had become members of the league,
Guardsman of Gor Book 16 Page 235

I had spent a night on the road and had arrived in Kailiauk, hungry and muddy, yesterday, shortly after the  
tenth Ahn, the Gorean noon. Indeed, I had heard the striking of the time bar, mounted on the roof of the  
Administrator's store, as I had approached the town's outskirts. In Kailiauk, as is not unusual in the towns of  
the perimeter, the Administrator is of the Merchants.
Savages of Gor Book 17 Page 93

This morning, at the Five Horns stables, in Kailiauk, I had bought two kaiila. Bridles, a saddle, various sorts  
of gear, supplies, and trading goods, too, I had purchased in the town, at the store of Publius Crassus, of the  
Merchants, who is also Kailiauk's Administrator.
Savages of Gor Book 17 Page 96

At dawn on the day of the vernal equinox a ceremonial greeting of the sun takes place, conducted usually by  
the Ubar or administrator of the city.
Players of Gor Book 20 Page 10

In the houses of administrators, in the domiciles of high merchants, in the palaces of Ubars, for example,  
slaves, and usually beautiful ones, for they can afford them, are often abundant.



Mercenaries of Gor Book 21 Page 22

"That is the central cylinder of Torcadino," he said, "the administrative headquarters of her first executive,  
whether it be Administrator or Ubar."
Mercenaries of Gor Book 21 Page 127

"What of Seremides, the high general?" I asked. "Might he not ascend the throne?"
"Unthinkable," said the man. "He is as loyal as the stones of the Central Cylinder itself."
"I see," I said. My question had not been prompted, of course, merely by the obvious consideration that the  
Ubar's cloak might seem an attractive prize to a strong, ambitious man, but by the sober understanding that  
Ar was in a situation of crisis, whether she knew it or not. In such times, of course, in the light of the failures  
and ineffectuality of an inept civilian administration, it is not unknown for military men, seeing what must be  
done, simply responding to the imperatives of survival, to take power and attempt to instill the will, the  
discipline and order without which catastrophe cannot be diverted.
Mercenaries of Gor Book 21 Page 264

He was not wearing the purple of the Ubar, but his shoulders were covered with a brown cloak, rather of the  
sort worn by Administrators in certain cities, civilian statesmen, servants of the people, so to speak.
Mercenaries of Gor Book 21 Page 288

Gnieus Lelius, it seems, had been deposed, and Seremides, in a military coup he himself characterized as  
regrettable, had seized temporary power, a power to be wielded until the High Council, now the highest  
civilian authority in Ar, could elect a new leader, be it Administrator, Regent, Ubar or Ubara.
Magicians of Gor Book 25 Page 83

The Initiates are sometimes thought of as the highest of the five high castes, and the Warriors commonly  
produce the administrators and ubars for a city.
Witness of Gor Book 26 Page 225

_______________________________________________

ADVERTISEMENTS AND JOB OFFERS

SLAVERHOUSE OF YUROKI (HoY)
- We need a warrior or merc who would escort the female agents if they need to travel. 
Four copper coins paid monthly
- We neen an active (!) scribe to assist the owner. Four copper coins paid monthly

BANK OF BESNITT
 - We need merchants who would be able to establish trading connections with ciites which 
use coin sysems as Thentis, Sardar, Victoria, Rarn, Port Kar and so on. Two copper coins 
paid monthly, to make your own coins and income would be possible.

CITY OF BESNITT
- The city of Besnitt is looking for true gorean warriors to strenghten the red caste. Ask 
Suleiman (Tuqiri), commander of Besnitt
- This city of Besnitt is looking for Physicians (apprentice). Ask Trish (McMahon), Head 
Physician of Besnitt

______________________________________________

ONLINISM OF THE WEEK

"Who do you belong to, slut"?, asked the Man that the girl knelt before. "No one, Master. I 
am not owned". He looked surprised. "But, you wear a collar. You must be owned". "No, 



Master. This is a collar of protection", she said. The man was now very confused. "So you 
are collared, but the collar is meaningless? Then I shall claim you for myself". He reached 
into a sack and pulled out a steel collar to put on the slave. The girl's collar then began to 
glow with an eerie light and then three warriors suddenly appeared in the room. "We are 
the protectors of the collar", they exclaimed. (Onlinisms of Gor, Page 54)

_______________________________________________


